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Introduction
Once viewed as a simple scripting language, JavaScript has evolved over the years into
a robust programming language. Today, JavaScript powers many of the world’s most
popular and interactive websites and applications. From Google to Twitter to Amazon,
shape or form.
Yet despite the ubiquity of JavaScript, the language is far from perfect. JavaScript
wasn’t written with the world’s many human languages and cultural standards in mind.
And although a number of libraries have been developed to extend JavaScript to people
around the world, there is a dearth of documentation on how to make best use of these
libraries.

To give you a brief idea of the problems addressed in this book, consider the following
input form:

A basic user input form.
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If you live in the United States and you speak English, you would likely have little
trouble completing this form.
But let’s assume you do not live in the United States and you do not speak English.
frustrating:

Here are the global challenges with this form:
personal name is too short for the user’s
name. The length has been defaulted (there is no size attribute in the input
element). The common browser default is 20, which is too short for the names
of people in many countries.
The email
There is no information about the expected date format, so a user is likely to
enter the date in a format that is most natural to her—and this might result in
an error message, or in the wrong interpretation of the data.
In the submit button, the “Submit Query” text aligns with the default language
of the user’s browser, in this case Finnish. There is no hard-coded text as this
is a feature native to the browser. While someone viewing, say, an Englishlanguage web page on a Finnish version of a browser might be expected to
understand both languages, this button still looks odd—perhaps even suspicious. Applications and web pages that contain an illogical mix of languages
are often the result of poorly globalized projects.
This example addresses the challenges of adapting an input form for just one addi-

Globalization and JavaScript
This section introduces you to key globalization concepts and the role that JavaScript
plays in enabling support for multilingual applications.
But before we go any further, it’s important to understand how software globalization
works and, more important, how global developers talk. Here are the most important
terms you should know:
Globalization refers—in this book at least—to localization via internationalit. Globalization does not necessarily mean you are out to cover the globe with
your software. In fact, you can “globalize” software without targeting users
outside of a given country. The practice of globalization is just as relevant if all
you are doing is developing software to support English and Spanish speakers
within the US.
Internationalization means making things as neutral and stable as possible with
respect to languages and cultural conventions. During the internationalization
stage, you remove language and cultural dependencies from your code.
You also identify all user-facing text strings that will require translation and
you internationalize the data to the fullest extent possible. For example, a
international standard ISO 8601); though this date format may mean little to
users, that’s okay because there is still a localization stage ahead. The goal of
internationalization is to create code that is “world ready.”
Localization means making things as
with respect to languages and
cultural conventions as possible, trying to make things look natural and familiar.
This means using different presentations for different people. Examples of
Translation also occurs during the localization stage.
Locale refers to a collection of settings or preferences to be used in localization. A locale is often described in terms of a language and country pair, such
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as “English US” or “German Austria,” and denoted by language and country
codes: “en-US” and “de-AT”.
Culture, in the context of the Globalize library, is the same thing as locale.
Microsoft favors “culture” over “locale,” and because Globalize was
originally developed by Microsoft (following .NET standards), you’ll see
“culture” used frequently.
The line between internationalization and localization is a blurry one. In a small
company, a developer might manage both tasks, while in a larger company there will
be engineers focused purely on internationalization (creating “world-ready” code)
while others are devoted purely to creating local products.
odd-looking abbreviations in which a number is used to indicate the number of letters
i18n stands for internationalization.
l10n stands for localization.
g11n stands for globalization.
Technically, these words are known as numeronyms, and it’s a bit of a mystery why
they remain so popular within the globalization industry.

JavaScript as part of the problem
JavaScript was designed to improve the user experience, not make it worse. Yet
developers must be keenly aware of JavaScript’s limitations when working with
different languages and cultures. These limitations can unintentionally result in
negative user experiences.
Let us consider the basic task of validating a user name, say, on an input form before
that name is sent as a query to a database on the server. If we assume that a person’s
name is typically something like “Jane Doe” or “Joe Q. Public,” we might write a
regular expression that matches two or three space-separated strings of letters, where
the second string may have a period after it. This would mean something like the
following:
<script>
function nameOK(elem) {
var ok = elem.value.match(/^\w+\s(\w+(\.?)\s)?\w+$/);
if(!ok) {
alert('Error in name:

' + elem.value);

Globalization and JavaScript
}
return ok;
}
</script>
<input name=name onblur="return nameOK(this)">

However, this code would reject the name: Marja-Liisa Toistoperä-Jankkunen.
This is because the notation \w in a JavaScript regular expression matches a “word”
character in a limited sense only: letters A to Z and a to z, not the letter “ä” nor the
hyphen (-).
Similarly, the check would reject names like Åberg, Buñuel, and Strauß, not to mention
names in Greek or Chinese characters. A personal name may contain a diverse mix of
characters, or at least more than many developers anticipate.

A name is rejected for no apparent reason and with no explanation.

Now let’s focus on the error message above. Notice how the error message is in
English while the window title is in Finnish; the text “Viesti WWW-sivulta” translates
to “Message from a WWW page.” In general, texts that are part of the web browser’s
user interface remain outside the control of a JavaScript developer, which, in this
case, results in a potentially confusing mix of languages.
Even if personal names could be restricted to names used in one country, it is generally
impossible to check their syntax in JavaScript. People’s names can be in different
languages and may thus have characters other than those of the majority language.
correctly, don’t do it at all. Getting it right means no false negatives (no rejection of
valid data). False positives are also something to avoid, though they are typically less
serious. For example, if you are afraid of allowing an apostrophe in a name because
reject a fairly normal name like O’Connor. As a real name, it should be accepted, of
course; as a user ID, it’s up to a policy decision. What’s even worse is the possibility
that the person’s name exists within the server database, but because of the client-
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side error, the user is left thinking she made a mistake. In this example, JavaScript
becomes part of the problem because the developer didn’t consider the wide range of
characters that would need to be validated as part of a person’s name.
This problem isn’t unique to user names. Even a string analysis that might be regarded
as largely technical may have hidden dependencies on a particular language or culture.
For instances, there is still JavaScript code around that checks email addresses for
formal correctness, blocking any addresses that have a top-level domain in excess
of three ASCII characters. Such code would reject valid addresses that end with
“.museum” or “.aero” as well as non-Latin internationalized domain names (IDNs),
(Russia) and 中国 (China). Although IDNs are still only just emerging
such as
ahead to permit these domains as valid.

JavaScript as part of a solution
Now that you have a taste for how JavaScript can unintentionally result in a negative
user experience, let’s focus now on how JavaScript can intentionally be used to avoid
Proactively, JavaScript may be used to:

Parse date and time notations based on the user’s locale.
Modify the UI elements, such as the input button, so it displays messages in
the same language as the language of the web page.
means relying on a technology other than JavaScript—PHP, ASP, CGI, or whatever
you use server-side. If you use server-side JavaScript, then the solutions presented in
this book, with mainly client-side JavaScript in mind, should mostly be usable with
If server-side localization is impossible, then you might use client-side JavaScript as
a partial solution. For example, if the server-side form handler requires American date
notation like 5/22/1988, then you can at least use JavaScript to enforce on the clientside that such a notation is used. In addition, the code can notify the user of this format
limitation and perhaps even apologize for the inconvenience. Effectively localized
software applications aren’t always perfectly localized in the eyes of the user, but they
do an excellent job of managing user expectations.
JavaScript is essential in handling errors and checking input data on the client-side.

Globalization and JavaScript

It is also needed for the functionality of stand-alone pages like HTML documents
containing applications to be used without any server.
You may also use JavaScript to implement customizability so that users can locally
change the notation of dates to match their personal preferences. Not everyone prefers
such changes without any connection to a server, though server-side code might be
used as backup solution.
The key here is to be proactive with JavaScript to better understand user preferences
and also to let users be more proactive in letting you know what language and other
settings they prefer.

Globalization challenges in JavaScript
When it comes to supporting the world’s languages and locales, JavaScript offers
a highly uneven degree of support. In some cases, such as its support for Unicode,
JavaScript does an excellent job of supporting websites and software across different
languages. But in other instances, JavaScript is still lacking. For example:
JavaScript has a fairly large character repertoire. You can use almost any kind
of character in literals and operate on it. However, the built-in functions for
working with characters are very limited. For example, there is no built-in
way to determine whether a character is a letter.
Regular expressions are strongly oriented toward dealing with a very limited
character repertoire. For example, \w matches a “word” character in a primitive sense, effectively limited to English texts.
The toString() methods are non-localized and produce string presentations
of data in a computerish way, such as number formats like 1.23e9. Similarly,
functions for parsing numbers and data are non-localized.
Automatic conversions may generate non-localized presentations. Due to their
implicit nature, the problems of statements like document.write(myDate)
are not that easy to notice, until you get some experience in recognizing localization problems.
Date.
toLocaleString() and String.localeCompare(). However, they can

be a problem rather than part of a solution, as they relate to the locale of the
implementation (such as a web browser), and there is no way to make them work
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Case mappings are partly globalization ready; String.toUpperCase and
String.toLowerCase manipulate letters in general, not just English letters,
but implementations do not handle all aspects properly.
different in different implementations. There is no direct way to customize
the messages, but you can catch exceptions and have your own code that
overrides the system handlers and messages.
There is no built-in support for things like making strings vary by language.
However, the object concept in JavaScript is quite helpful in setting up such
support.
Thus, there is little in JavaScript you can directly use in localization, but there
are useful building blocks. This implies the need for general-purpose libraries (or
modules, or frameworks, or whatever you prefer to call them).
Until recently, there was an extension to jQuery known as jQuery Global, which
been delinked from jQuery and is now a stand-alone library known as Globalize,
which we’ll study in great detail in Part II.
To get a feel for Globalize and the inherent challenges of JavaScript in regards to
globalization, let’s take a look at how one would manage dates.
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